
(More exercises from Genesis 3:1-7)
C. REVIEW THE PRONUNCIATION WITH YOUR LANGUAGE PARTNER. THEN PLACE THE WORDS IN THE 
PROPER COLUMN ACCORDING TO THE VOWEL PRONUNCIATION

death die do false for friend good kill lie right soil trick true truth with

beat bit bait bet bat but boot put boat bought bite bout void beaut
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bIt bit bEt bet bAt bat bUt put bOt bot boIt boOt vOId bIUt
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D. VOCABULARY – DISCUSS THE MEANING OF THESE WORD GROUPS WITH YOUR LANGUAGE PARTNER

do wrongdoer victim 
criminal right good evil

for with against enemy 
friend

true truth false lie trick die death kill murder 
murderer 

garden gardener soil

E. IDENTIFYING THE WRONGDOERS AND THE VICTIMS (See 3:1-7)
Who are the wrongdoers and who are the victims? What wrong did someone do? Why did he do it?
Fill in the blanks with these words: against God gave gardener good killed lied murderer Snake true world wife
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The Snake is a wrongdoer. The Snake is against what is good. The Snake says God's word is not ____________, 

but the Snake is a liar. The Snake ____________ to the woman. By lying, he got her to eat the forbidden fruit, and

he also got her to give the fruit to her husband to eat. And so, they had to die. But really it is the Snake who 

____________ them. The Snake is not only a liar but also a ____________. And he did not only kill them. 

Everyone who is born to the man and the woman must also die. So by getting the man to eat the fruit, the Snake 

caused the deaths of all the people in the ____________.

The Snake did this because he wanted to put himself in a high position and be in the place of God. When the man 

and the woman ate the fruit, they started listening to the Snake instead of to ____________. They obeyed the 

words of the Snake. Adam and his wife had been king and queen over the world under God, but now they were 

under the ____________.

Adam and his wife are at the same time, victims and wrongdoers. They are both victims of the Serpent, but Adam 

is also somehow a victim of his ____________ because she is the one who gave him the forbidden fruit to eat. Yes,

the Snake had tricked the woman, but she was the one who ____________ the fruit to her husband.

Adam is also a wrongdoer. When he ate what his wife gave him, he disobeyed God’s rule. And Adam became a bad

____________ because he made the earth do something that was not ____________. God wanted the earth to 

support the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, but God did not want Adam to eat its fruit. By eating that fruit, 

Adam made the earth do something that was ____________ God's rule.


